A simulation technique for analysis of transverse evolution of electron swarms in gases was developed based on moment equations derived from the Boltzmann equation. A numerical calculation of the moment equations for an electron swarm was performed using a propagator method and it was demonstrated that the propagator method can be used to calculate the higher-order transverse diãusion coeécients stably. Applying a Hermite expansion technique, the electron distribution in real space and other electron swarm parameters were derived as functions of the transverse position. The calculation result was veriåed by comparisons with those by a Monte Carlo simulation and other methods. Features of the transverse electron swarm evolution were presented. Figure 6. Relaxation of the electron diãusion coeécients in SF 6 at E=N = 1414 Td: squares and circles, Monte Carlo simulation; and full curves, propagator method. D T;n and D L;n are derived from the transverse and longitudinal electron distributions in real space. D v? and D vk are derived from the velocity distributions in the perpendicular and parallel direction to the applied electric åeld. J J J J J J J J J J
Introduction
The evolution of electron swarms in gases has been studied as a fundamental approach to the engineering of weakly ionized plasmas. Typically, the primary purposes of investigations on electron swarms are analyses of essential features of electron swarm behavior and the derivation of quantitative data concerning the electron transport coeécients such as the drift velocity W and the diãusion coeécient D. These transport coeécients are, for example, referred to in çuid model simulations of processing plasmas, plasma display panels, gas lasers, light sources, etc, as key quantities that govern the characteristics of the plasmas.
Among various electron transport coeécients, the transverse diãusion coeécient D T is focused on in the present paper. D T is known as the time derivative of the second-order transverse spatial moment deåned along the perpendicular direction relative to the applied electric åeld E. Here, it is noted that D T is distinguished from the longitudinal diãusion coeécient D L which is deåned along the direction of E. D T is an important quantity for discussing the diãusive loss of electrons to side walls of plasma reactors and discharge tubes. Knowledge of D T may hopefully contribute to a realization of uniform large-area plasmas for mass processing and their control. One may need D T and D L values separately for advanced two-dimensional çuid model simulations in future in order to consider direction-dependent diãusion. Since no external transverse force works upon the electrons, the transverse diãusion of an electron swarm appears more spontaneous than the longitudinal diãusion along E.
In general, the diãusion of an electron swarm is not isotropic, i.e. D T 6 = D L . Many references quoted in the present paper show D T > D L except under particular conditions such as strong anisotropic scattering and low electric åeld as found in Kr and Xe (Dutton 1975) , Ar (Braglia and Baiocchi 1978, Makabe and Shimoyama 1986) and CH 4 (Segur et al 1984) . It is noted that these gases have the Ramsauer{Townsend minimum in their momentum transfer cross sections. The anisotropy and its transient behavior in short-time electron swarm evolution were analyzed by Skullerud (1974) , Braglia (1977) , Braglia and Baiocchi (1978) , Kumar (1981) and McMahon et al (1986) .
D T values in real gases have been experimentally measured by a number of investigators. Early examples of the D T measurements can be found in Naidu and Prasad (1972) for SF 6 , Blevin et al (1978) for H 2 , Fletcher and Reid (1980) for N 2 , etc.
On the other hand, mathematical descriptions relating D T with other transport parameters were given by Tagashira et al (1977 Tagashira et al ( , 1978 , Kitamori et al (1980) , Kumar et al (1980) , Ikuta and Nakajima (1993) and Robson (1995) . Values of D T in real gases were calculated using Boltzmann equation analyses, Monte Carlo simulations, and other numerical methods by Lowke et al (1973) for a CO 2 /N 2 /He mixture, Pitchford and Phelps (1982) and Phelps and Pitchford (1985) for N 2 , Makabe and Shimoyama (1986) and Koura (1987) for Ar or an Ar-like gas, Yachi et al (1991) and Date et al (1993) for CH 4 , etc. D T was also calculated for Ba + ions in Ar by Viehland (1994) .
These experimental data and theoretical calculation results of D T were often compared in eãorts to estimate the electron collision cross sections using data obtained by the swarm method: for example Itoh et al (1988 Itoh et al ( , 1993 for SF 6 , Bordage et al (1996) for CF 4 and Yousåand Benabdessadok (1996) for NH 3 . D T was also calculated in model gases for theoretical studies on anisotropic scattering, benchmark calculations of newly developed simulation techniques, etc: for example Pitchford et al (1981) , Skullerud and Kuhn (1983) , Skullerud (1984) , Makabe and Mori (1984) , Segur et al (1984) , Penetrante et al (1985) , Koura (1986) , Ikuta and Murakami (1987) and Ikuta et al (1988) .
In most of these references transverse properties of electron swarms are described mainly by the second-order coeécient D T . Only a few of them mention the higher-order coeécients D T;n (n = 4; 6; 8; Å Å Å ), and fewer still showed their quantitative results (e.g. Kitamori et al 1980) . In the present paper, a calculation technique applicable to derivation of higher-order parameters of the transverse electron swarm evolution is developed based on moment equations derived from the Boltzmann equation. Then a stable numerical calculation for the transverse moments and D T;n is demonstrated using a propagator method modiåed for the transverse calculation. A comparison between the transverse and longitudinal calculation schemes of the propagator method is presented and features of the transverse electron swarm evolution are investigated through an analysis of the position-dependent diãusive velocity and ionization.
Calculation method

Analysis model
The evolution of an electron swarm is considered in boundary-free real space (r) = (x; y; z). A uniform electric åeld ÄE is applied in the x direction, and the initial electrons are supplied from a point source at the origin with an axially symmetric velocity distribution around the x axis.
The electron distribution function f (r; v; t) at time t is deåned in phase space (r; v) = (x; y; z; v x ; v y ; v z ), and its temporal variation is described by the Boltzmann equation
where a = (a x ; 0; 0) = (eE x =m; 0; 0) is the acceleration due to E = (E x ; 0; 0), e and m are the electron charge and mass and (@=@t) coll is the collision operator. Instead of Cartesian coordinates (v x ; v y ; v z ) for v, polar coordinates (v; í; û), the scalar electron speed and the polar and azimuthal angles, may be adopted relevantly in the descriptions. The relation between the two coordinate systems is deåned as (v x ; v y ; v z ) = (v cos í ; v sin ícos û; v sin ísin û) (see ågure 1).
Moment equations
We calculate the nth-order spatial moment of an electron swarm with respect to the y direction. Its distribution m y;n (v; t) in velocity space and total amount M y;n (t) are deåned as
It is noted that m y;0 (v; t) and M y;0 (t) are identical to the electron velocity distribution and the number of electrons, respectively. A series of moment equations, which describe the temporal variation of m y;n (v; t), are derived by integrating equation (1) with the weight of y n throughout (r) @ @t m y;n = Äa x @ @v x m y;n + nv y m y;nÄ1 + † @ @t ! coll m y;n :
The terms on the right-hand side of equation (4) correspond to acceleration, diãusion and collision processes, respectively. In the previous work (Sugawara et al 1998) , two coordinates v and í were necessary to calculate the longitudinal moment distribution m x;n (v; t). Here one may simply integrate m x;n (v; t) with respect to û because electrons with common velocity components (v; í ) are all equivalent in the contribution to the longitudinal moment equations irrespective of û. On the other hand, in the case of m y;n (v; t), a diãerence in û induces diãerent contributions in the transverse moment equations through the diãusion term in equation (4) since a factor cos û is included there as v y = v sin ícos û.
However, in spite of the dependence of m y;n (v; t) on û, an expansion for the azimuthal moment distribution enables us to reduce the velocity space down to twodimensional (v; í) similarly to the longitudinal case. By introducing the powers of cos û as the bases of expansion, m y;n (v; t) can be expanded as m y;n (v; í ; û; t) = n X k=0 w n;k (v; í ; t) cos k û
where w n;k (v; í ; t) is the weight of the kth azimuthal component of the nth-order transverse moment. The transverse moment distributions in velocity space are localized around û = 0 and û = Üô except for the zeroth-order one (see ågure 2). A detailed derivation of this expansion is presented in Appendix A.
Applying equation (5) to equation (4), we obtain the evolution equations of w n;k (v; í ; t) to be calculated numerically by the present propagator method (see subsection 2.4):
(@=@t)w 0;0 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 0;0 + (@=@t) coll w 0;0 (@=@t)w 1;1 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 1;1 + v sin í w 0;0 + (@=@t) coll w 1;1 (@=@t)w 2;0 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 2;0 + (@=@t) coll w 2;0 (@=@t)w 2;2 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 2;2 + 2v sin í w 1;1 + (@=@t) coll w 2;2 (@=@t)w 3;1 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 3;1 + 3v sin í w 2;0 + (@=@t) coll w 3;1 (@=@t)w 3;3 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 3;3 + 3v sin í w 2;2 + (@=@t) coll w 3;3 (@=@t)w 4;0 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 4;0 + (@=@t) coll w 4;0 (@=@t)w 4;2 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 4;2 + 4v sin í w 3;1 + (@=@t) coll w 4;2 (@=@t)w 4;4 = Äa x (@=@v x )w 4;4 + 4v sin í w 3;3 + (@=@t) coll w 4;4 . . . :
In the above equations, w n;k for n 6 ë k (mod 2) are missing since they are always zero as mentioned in Appendix A. A component w n;k (v; í ; t) aãects others through the acceleration, diãusion and collision terms. A schematic for the action is shown in ågure 3.
Higher-order transverse diãusion coeécients
The electron transport coeécients have been systematized in attempts to expand the temporal variation of the electron distribution function using an inånite series of the electron number density gradient terms: for example Skullerud (1974) , Tagashira et al (1977 Tagashira et al ( , 1978 , Kitamori et al (1980) , Kumar et al (1980) , Kumar (1981 ), Standish (1987 and Kondo and Tagashira (1990) . The transport coeécients are deåned as the coeécients of the gradient terms and they have constant non-zero values in the hydrodynamic regime. Although there is no convenient experimental way to measure the higher-order coeécients directly, as mentioned by Kumar (1981) , they can be derived from the spatio-temporal proåle of the electron distribution as the time derivatives of certain spatial moments.
In çuid model simulations, the gradient expansion is often approximated by the second-order continuity equation truncating the higher-order terms. When the transport coeécients in the continuity equation, the ionization frequency R i , the drift velocity W and the diãusion coeécient D, are constants independent of the position r as they are in the hydrodynamic regime, the continuity equation is identical to the diãusion equation. A Gaussian distribution for the spatial electron distribution p(r; t) is an analytical solution of the diãusion equation and it represents the primary characteristics of the electron swarm evolution well. However, practical p(r; t) may have a skewed shape deviated from a Gaussian distribution especially in the initial relaxation processes.
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The entire gradient expansion including the higher-order terms could cover even such a distorted shape, thus the higher-order transport coeécients are understood as modiåcation factors for the Gaussian solution (Skullerud 1974 , Tagashira et al 1977 .
With respect to the transverse evolution of an electron swarm, the nth-order transverse diãusion coeécients D T;n (n = 2; 4; 6; Å Å Å , D T;2 = D T ) are deåned as the coeécients of the density gradient terms in a continuity equation in the y direction:
Being diãerent from a longitudinal continuity equation, the terms of odd orders are missing in equation (7) because their coeécients are zero due to the symmetry of p(y; t). D T;n can be derived from the moments M y;n (t) in the same way as done for D L;n by Tagashira et al (1977) and Sugawara et al (1998) :
To be exact, we should mention that the higher-order diãusion coeécient is essentially not the time derivative of the moment but the time derivative of a statistical quantity called the cumulant (Sugawara et al 1998) . The cumulant is recognized as a quantity that represents the degree of the deviation of a distribution shape from a Gaussian distribution since the higher-order cumulants of a Gaussian distribution are all zero.
The normalized nth-order cumulants î x;n and î y;n , respectively, deåned for the longitudinal and transverse electron distribution functions, give the higher-order longitudinal and transverse diãusion coeécients as follows:
Since the deånition of the cumulants using the cumulant-generating function derived from the moment-generating function is more or less abstract, it is not easy to understand their physical meaning intuitively.
Propagator method
Propagator method (PM) is a computational technique for f (r; v; t). The phase space (r; v) is divided into small sections called cells and f(r; v; t) is represented using an array of the number of electrons in each cell. The temporal variation of f(r; v; t) due to drift and collision processes is treated as intercellular motion of electrons. Their destinations and transition rates are described using a transition probability function called a propagator or Green's function, which is determined based on Newton's motion equation and the collision probability quantiåed by the electron collision cross sections. Sugawara et al (1998) applied a PM for a calculation of the longitudinal moment equations. This technique is modiåed for the present transverse analysis.
As mentioned in section 2.2, the dependence of m y;n (v; t) on û can be treated separately from that on v and í by introducing the azimuthal expansion. Twodimensional velocity space (v; í ) is suécient to operate m y;n (v; t) in terms of w n;k (v; í ; t). The azimuthal expansion induces the increase in the number of components or equations to be calculated simultaneously. While a longitudinal analysis up to the nth order requires (n + 1) components, the transverse case in the same order requires roughly (n + 2) 2 =4 components. Nonetheless, the advantage of the dimension reduction exceeds the increase of the components from the viewpoint of the computational load.
The velocity space (v; í ) is divided into cells ÅvÅí in the same way as in the previous work. A cell is to have values of w n;k (v; í ; t)ÅvÅí . These values originate from the electrons in the cell. In the present calculation, m y;n (v; t) is calculated up to n = 6, that requires 16 components of w n;k (v; í ; t) for the transverse calculation. An accompanying calculation of m x;n (v; t) up to the same order would require six more components (m x;1 through m x;6 ), where m x;0 and m y;0 are identical to each other. A customized implementation for the electron transport coeécients up to the second order would require six components in total.
Results and discussion
Benchmark calculation with model gases
For veriåcation of the present technique, electron swarm parameters in ramp and step excitation model gases (Reid 1979) are calculated. These model gases have often been adopted for the veriåcation of simulation methods: for example Pitchford et al (1981) , Segur et al (1984) , Penetrante et al (1985) and Yachi et al (1991) . The model gases have the electron collision cross sections of momentum transfer (q ramp;m and q step;m ) and excitation (q ramp;ex and q step;ex with the threshold of 0.2 eV): 
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The initial electrons are supplied from the origin with the Maxwellian velocity distribution with a mean electron energy of ñ è = 0:1 eV. The reduced electric åeld E=N is assumed to be 1, 12 and 24 Td (1 Td = 10 Ä17 V cm 2 ), at which data for comparison are available. The molecular number density N is 3:5 Ç 10 16 cm Ä3 at 273 K at 133 Pa.
Equilibrium values of ñ è , W , D L and D T of the ramp and step model gases calculated by the present PM are listed in tables 1 and 2 together with those obtained by diãerent methods. The swarm parameters are in good agreement with discrepancies less than one per cent for D T and a few per cent for D L . It can be conårmed that the derivation of the transverse moment equations and their numerical calculation are appropriate. (Reid 1979) ; FEM, ånite element method (Segur et al 1984) ; PDM, path diãerential method (Segur et al 1984) ; and PM, propagator method. 
Evolution of the azimuthal components of the transverse moments
A calculation of the higher-order azimuthal components of the transverse moments are demonstrated taking SF 6 as an example of the real gases. SF 6 involves processes of elastic collision, electron attachment, vibrational and electronic state excitations and ionization. The electron transport properties of SF 6 were surveyed by Morrow (1986) . The set of the electron collision cross sections of SF 6 is taken from Itoh et al (1988 Itoh et al ( , 1993 , in which the cross section set was improved so that experimental data of D T can be reproduced in addition to the eãective ionization coeécient, the drift velocity and D L . Figure 4 shows experimental data of N D L by Aschwanden (1985) and N D T by Naidu and Prasad (1972) (references in Itoh et al 1993) and their extrapolated values using the cross sections from Itoh et al (1988 Itoh et al ( , 1993 . In the following calculation for the relaxation process of an electron swarm, E=N is set at a high value of 1414 Td so that the electron swarm could reach equilibrium in a short time. The initial electrons are released from the origin with the Maxwellian velocity distribution with ñ è= 1:0 eV. Figure 5 shows the evolution of w n;k and their sum M y;n calculated by the present PM together with M y;n by a Monte Carlo simulation (MC). Here, w n;k are shown as the integrated amounts of w n;k (v; t) throughout (v). The results of M y;n obtained by the two methods agree well with each other. However, resolution of M y;n into w n;k by the MC was diécult to do due to statistical çuctuation even with the number of electrons exceeding 10 6 , which may be related to the fact that the series of azimuthal expansion bases fcos k ûg is not an orthogonal system of functions.
After relaxation, each of the w n;k seems to have a particular dependence on t as w n;k / t (nÄk)=2 . Thus, we obtain M y;n / t n=2 because the isotropic component w n;0 with the highest order of the dependence on t becomes the most dominant among the azimuthal components of M y;n . That implies that the transverse moment distribution in velocity space tends to become isotropic with time.
Although the dependence of higher-order M y;n (n ï 4) on t is not linear, the values of D T;n deåned by equation (9) should become constants in the hydrodynamic regime. It should be noted that the right-hand side of equation (9) guarantees that all of the non-linear contribution of diãerent orders of M y;n are always cancelled out. Figure 6 shows the relaxation processes of various diãusion coeécients. D vk and D v? are ones derived from the electron velocity components parallel and perpendicular to E. It is demonstrated that the PM can derive higher-order diãusion coeécients in a stable manner.
The transverse electron distribution in real space
Based on a series of the spatial moments of an electron swarm calculated in velocity space, we can compose the transverse electron distribution p(y; t) in real space using a Hermite expansion technique (Sugawara et al 1998) . p(y; t) can be obtained as
where H n is the nth-order Hermite polynomial, C y;n is the weight of the nth-order Hermite component H n (Y ) exp(ÄY 2 ), õ y is the standard deviation of p(y; t), and p 2õ y is the unit length introduced to reduce the position y to be dimensionless as Y = y= ê p 2õ y ë . p(y; t) consists of the Hermite components of even orders since p(y; t) is symmetric in y = 0. In the present analysis, C y;n can be obtained up to n = 6 as follows: (16) Figure 7 shows p(y; t) calculated by the MC and PM in SF 6 at E=N = 1414 Td. It is observed that the electron swarm evolves by diãusion and electron multiplication due to ionization.
For a normalized distribution with a Gaussian shape, C y;0 = 1= p ôand C y;n = 0 for n ï 1, thus C y;n can be used to quantify how close p(y; t) is to a Gaussian distribution as well as the cumulants, i.e. C y;4 , C y;6 , C y;8 , Å Å Årepresent the distortion of p(y; t). It is noted here that the absolute amounts of the cumulants, which may have physical dimension, increase linearly when D L;n and D T;n are constants, that is concluded from equations (10) and (11). On the other hand, higher-order C x;n and C y;n , which are dimensionless quantities, decrease with time as shown after this. An advantage of the evaluation of distribution shapes with C x;n and C y;n is that the Hermite components have visual shapes; in contrast to this the deånition of the cumulants is abstract. Sugawara et al (1998) demonstrated the convergence of p(x; t) to a Gaussian distribution by means of C x;n in the previous longitudinal analysis. Similar results for p(y; t) can be seen in ågure 8. C y;4 and C y;6 calculated in the ramp model gas at E=N = 24 Td and in SF 6 at 1414 Td are to a suécient extent smaller than the primary component C y;0 . They tend to zero with time, that convinces us anew that p(y; t) also converges to a Gaussian distribution.
The diãusive velocity and the standard deviation
As well as p(y; t), the electron velocity distribution in real space can also be derived by the velocity-weighted Hermite expansion. Figure 9 shows ñ v y (y; t) deåned as the mean value of v y at position y, which is called the transverse diãusive velocity hereafter. The deånition of ñ v y is given as
ñ v y proves to be linearly dependent on y as is concluded analytically under an assumption that the transverse electron swarm evolution can be described by the second-order diãusion equation (see Appendix B). Figure 10 shows the temporal variation of ñ v y (y; t). The values of ñ v y at y = Üõ y move on a pair of hyperbolic curves with time as indicated by the full circles. The deviation of ñ v y (Üõ y ) at t = 4 ns from the curves implies that D T is still under relaxation at the moment as shown subsequently in ågure 11 (a).
When the number of electrons is conservative, an interesting result is
A numerical example supporting this result is presented in ågure 11 (a). The above relation seems to be satisåed not only in equilibrium but also during the relaxation period in the present conservative case. On the other hand, ågure 11 (b) shows that ñ v y (õ y )õ y < D T in SF 6 in which frequent ionization is present, although the eãect of ionization is taken into account in the derivation of equation (18) in Appendix B. This disagreement in the non-conservative case can be understood considering the following expression for D T :
where R i (y; t) and R i (t) are the local and global averages of the eãective ionization frequency of the electron swarm. The årst and second terms on the right-hand side of equation (19) correspond to the diãusion and collision terms, respectively. When the second term is missing, we obtain equation (18) from equation (19). Thus the diãerence between ñ v y (õ y )õ y and D T is attributed to non-uniformity of R i (y; t). A possible explanation for this view is given as follows. Ionization tends to occur in the leading part of an electron swarm where electrons have diãused more widely than in the other part of the swarm. The second-order moment is generated particularly in a region where y 2 is large. This view would be supported by the dependence of R i on y shown in Figure 12 .
The mechanism to determine whether ñ v y (õ y )õ y > D T or ñ v y (õ y )õ y < D T seems similar to that discussed by Sugawara et al (1997) for the center-of-mass drift velocity W r and the average electron velocity W v : whether W r > W v or W r < W v . More detailed investigation for this relation would be attempted in succeeding work with the present analysis technique.
Conclusions
A numerical calculation technique for analysis of transverse evolution of electron swarms in gases was developed based on moment equations. Introducing an azimuthal expansion for the moment distribution function in velocity space, the higher-order transverse moments and diãusion coeécients were calculated up to the sixth order using a propagator method. It was demonstrated that the propagator method is numerically stable in calculations of the higher-order diãusion coeécients D T;n . The validity of the present calculation method was veriåed in a benchmark calculation with model gases and a comparison with the result of a Monte Carlo simulation.
The properties of transverse electron diãusion in real space were analyzed using a Hermite expansion technique. It was quantitatively conårmed that the transverse electron distribution after relaxation can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution with little discrepancy.
The transverse diãusive velocity ñ v y was deåned as being the mean velocity in the transverse direction y. A calculation result and an analytical derivation showed that the local value of ñ v y at position y, ñ v y (y), has linear dependence on y. Based on this fact, a relation ñ v y (õ y )õ y = D T;n was derived for electron swarms subject to the second-order diãusion equation, where õ y is the standard deviation. This relation was satisåed when the number of electrons is conservative; this was conårmed numerically as well. In the presence of ionization and/or electron attachment, the relation was not satisåed due to the non-uniformity of the spatial distribution of the transverse moment generation. It was shown that the local values of the mean electron energy and the eãective ionization frequency increase with the transverse distance from the center of the electron swarm diãusion.
The azimuthal expansion of the transverse moment distribution m y;n (v; t) in equation (5) is explained in the manner of mathematical induction.
Let us assume the following expansion with the bases of fcos k ûg and their weights w n;k (v; í ; t): m y;n (v; í ; û; t) = n X k=0 w n;k (v; í ; t) cos k û:
For n = 0, m y;0 (v; t) is identical to the electron velocity distribution. Since the initial electrons are given at the origin with an axially symmetric velocity distribution, we obtain m y;0 (v; í ; û; 0) = w 0;0 (v; í ; 0) and m y;n (v; í ; û; 0) = 0 (n ï 1), that satisfy equation (A1).
The temporal variation of m y;n and their hierarchy is described by equation (4), which can be considered as a recurrence formula to derive the expansion bases of higher order m y;n : @ @t m y;n = Äa x @ @v x m y;n + nv y m y;nÄ1 + † @ @t ! coll m y;n : (A2) m y;n (v; t) on the left-hand side of the equation (A2) inherits the expansion bases included in or generated by the terms in the right-hand side. The acceleration term which induces a parallel shift of electrons in velocity space does not introduce any new expansion bases to m y;n . It may change only the weights of the azimuthal components conventionally included in m y;n .
The diãusion term raises the orders of bases of m y;nÄ1 when m y;n inherits the bases of its predecessor m y;nÄ1 because the diãusion term includes the factor cos û as v y = v sin ícos û.
Provided isotropic scattering is assumed, the collision term generates the isotropic (axially symmetric or azimuthally uniform) component w n;0 . Here, w n;0 = 0 for odd n because m y;n for odd n is an odd function with respect to v y . The amounts of the positive and negative transverse moments completely cancel each other when isotropically scattered electrons are merged in a cell.
Based on the above consideration, we obtain the schematic in ågure 3.
For a summary, some årst m y;n (v; t) are expanded as follows: m y;0 (v; í ; û; t) = w 0;0 (v; í ; t) m y;1 (v; í ; û; t) = w 1;1 (v; í ; t) cos û m y;2 (v; í ; û; t) = w 2;0 (v; í ; t) + w 2;2 (v; í ; t) cos 2 û m y;3 (v; í ; û; t) = w 3;1 (v; í ; t) cos û+ w 3;3 (v; í ; t) cos 3 û m y;4 (v; í ; û; t) = w 4;0 (v; í ; t) + w 4;2 (v; í ; t) cos 2 û+ w 4;4 (v; í ; t) cos 4 û . . . :
Appendix B. Derivation of the diãusive velocity from the second-order diãusion equation
We consider the electron distribution function of an electron swarm which evolves from a delta function at a point source. Provided the evolution of the distribution function is subject to the second-order diãusion equation, its analytical solution is given as a Gaussian distribution (Huxley and Crompton 1974) :
where N e (t) = N e (0) exp(R i t) is the number of electrons. In the case of transverse electron swarm evolution, the årst-order derivative term which is related to the drift velocity is missing. When the diãusive velocity ñ v y (y; t) is deåned as the average of v y at the position y at time t, ñ v y (y; t) is derived by considering the electron çux ñ v y (y; t)p(y; t) crossing a position y towards +1. By equating the variation of the number of electrons in the region of [y; 1] with the sum of the electron increase due to ionization and the electron inçow across y, we obtain d dt
The electron çux ñ v y (y; t)p(y; t) can be obtained as
where the partial diãerential operation in equation (B4) has yielded three terms, but one of them has been canceled out by the second term in the right-hand side (note d dt N e (t) = R i N e (t)).
Here, if we could assume that R i is independent of y, then
Therefore, we obtain the linear dependence of ñ v y (y; t) on y as ñ v y (y; t) = y=(2t). From equation (B2), the standard deviation õ y (t) of p(y; t) is given as õ y (t) = p 2D T t. Thus, the product of the diãusive velocity ñ v y (y; t) at y = õ y and the standard deviation õ y itself yields the transverse diãusion coeécient D T Figure 5 . Evolution of the azimuthal components of the transverse moments in SF 6 at E=N = 1414 Td. M y;n and w n;k have been integrated throughout velocity space. Here the curves of w n;0 are nearly hidden by those of M y;n . It is indicated that w n;k / t (nÄk)=2 after relaxation. 
